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Abstract. The processes of topology and shape optimization are well known methods in the
field of fluid mechanics. Although successful in their own rights, it is conceivable that the two
methods will find choicest solutions in tandem: i.e. if shape optimization were able to improve
a topological solution. Conjoining the two methods in this manner is not straightforward, how-
ever, since there is no existing process to connect one to the other. Toward this goal, a novel
transitional process is proposed to process level set topology solutions obtained using the con-
tinuous adjoint method such that a shape optimization loop using the continuous adjoint can
be initialized, run and ultimately produce a refined, parameterized solution. First, the topol-
ogy optimization process is enhanced using the level set method to both maintain an explicit
description of the interface between the solid and fluid topological domains and prevent the
formation of fluid or solid islands which would not be viable for manufacturing. The interface
is then fitted with Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) through application of sensitiv-
ities garnered from the solution of an auxiliary optimization problem which aims at reducing
the difference between the signed distance fields generated about each NURBS curve and its
corresponding interface section. A body-fitted mesh is generated for the geometry defined by
the fitted NURBS, allowing a shape optimization loop to be initiated. The parameterized result
of the topology to shape transition process will be compared to that of shape optimization in
two 2D cases with internal, incompressible fluid flows.

This research was funded by the People Programme (ITN Marie Curie Actions) of the European
Union’s H2020 Framework Programme (MSCA-ITN-2014-ETN) under REA Grant Agreement
no. 642959 (IODA project). The first author is an IODA Early Stage Researcher.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Topology optimization (TopO) was first proposed in [1] for the design of structural mechan-
ics and was expanded to the field of fluid mechanics through the introduction of a blockage term
(β) into the Stokes [2, 3] and laminar [4] flow equations which is treated as a design variable
per grid cell and varied to minimize an objective function. On the other hand, shape optimiza-
tion (ShpO) was initially introduced as shape control technique to reduce an objective function,
[5], and is expanded to fluid mechanics using boundary mesh displacement to alter the original
boundary shape of the case and, thus, its flow solution.

Both the TopO and ShpO processes require the ability to affect the current solution of a prob-
lem through design variable alteration in order to decrease (increase) the provided objective
function(s). To this end, the adjoint method is employed to supply objective function sensitivi-
ties, effectively telling the design variable set in which way they should be altered. Continuous
adjoint has been extensively developed for both ShpO and TopO for laminar and turbulent flows,
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9], and is applied for the TopO and ShpO processes used in this work.

While TopO is commonly used in fluid mechanics to develop optimal flow paths between pre-
scribed inlets and outlets according to the objective function(s) defined by the designer, ShpO is
only capable of altering known boundaries of a geometry in order to obtain an optimal solution,
but uses far fewer design variables (i.e., the boundary nodal or control point coordinates instead
of an internal field) to do so. Ideally, a solution found using TopO could be used to begin a
ShpO process which would produce a parameterized, manufacturable CAD model. However,
solutions of TopO do not, on their own, contain the surface information required for ShpO to
initialize; information which would be available if a fluid-solid interface (FSI) were explicitly
defined by the TopO solution. Furthermore, TopO solutions found can also suffer from island
formation and the development of grey-zones in which the FSI is ambiguous.

To address these issues, a process which conjoins the theories of both the continuous adjoint
topology and level set (LS) optimization methods for incompressible viscous fluid simulations is
devised and hereon associated with the term ’TopO’. The LS method is a conceptual framework,
first proposed in [10], which maps moving interfaces through the introduction of a LS field
(LSF) that corresponds to a signed-distance field. Integration of the LS method into TopO is
achieved by making β a function of the LSF: the domain is modeled as solidified where the LSF
is negative and fluidized when positive, making the zero-value contour of the LSF the FSI by
definition. FSI progression toward an optimal solution occurs via adjoint sensitivity convection
through alteration of cell-center LSF values and subsequent application of an accurate, fast-
marching reinitialization algorithm.

The TopO-to-ShpO transition process begins by subdividing the FSI from TopO such that
each division pertains to paired inlet-outlet connections. These FSI segments are used to initial-
ize new individual LSFs which act as target solutions to a field-matching algorithm which tries
to iteratively fit a NURBS curve to each segment. This is done by building a narrow band (NB)
LSF about each NURBS curve, comparing it to the target LSF and, then, generating sensitivi-
ties for moving each NURBS control point (CP) based on their difference. A body-fitted mesh
is generated from this NURBS fitting and is used to initialize an adjoint-driven ShpO process,
which in turn generates a parameterized solution. This paper will apply the proposed method for
conjoining the TopO and ShpO processes to two 2D test cases with the goal of minimizing total
pressure losses in ducted flow using volumetric constraints. Both the cases and the in-house
code pertaining to the coupling process are implemented within OpenFOAM2.2.1 [11].
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2 TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION

2.1 Flow Equations

In this paper, the modeled fluid flow is governed by the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations
for incompressible, laminar flows. The blockage formulation of TopO requires the addition of
a term which contains a function of the blockage variable (0 ≤ β ≤ 1) into the momentum
equation (eq. 1b). If f(β) becomes comparatively large, the added term becomes dominant,
forcing the velocity toward zero and effectively rendering the domain solid. Conversely, if this
term is comparatively small, the velocity is uninhibited and the domain remains fluid. The flow
equations are

Rp = −∂vj
∂xj

= 0 (1a)

Rvi = vj
∂vi
∂xj

+
∂p

∂xi
− ∂

∂xj

[
ν

(
∂vi
∂xj

+
∂vj
∂xi

)]
+ f(β)vi︸ ︷︷ ︸

Blockage Term

= 0 (1b)

where f(β) = ββMAX and βMAX is a large and positive user-defined value. The usual primal
boundary conditions associated with internal aerodynamics–constant inlet velocity, constant
outlet pressure and no-slip condition along the wall–are imposed for all cases.

2.2 Adjoint Equations, Boundary Conditions and Sensitivities

In order to properly discuss the formulation of the adjoint equations, the basic TopO opti-
mization problem must be examined. In this paper, the objective function to be minimized is
that of the volume-averaged total pressure losses between the inlet(s), SI , and outlet(s), SO,

F = −
∫
SI

(
p+

1

2
v2
k

)
vinidS −

∫
SO

(
p+

1

2
v2
k

)
vinidS (2)

where ni are the components of the outward normal vector. To account for the possible in-
clusion of a constraint C into the TopO process, the objective function F to be minimized is
re-defined as the Lagrangian objective function L according to the Augmented Lagrange Mul-
tiplier (ALM) method [12]. Constraints are discussed in Section 2.4. The optimization problem
and corresponding Lagrangian function are defined as

min(F ) , subject to c = 0

L = F − λc+ wc2 (3)

where c and λ are the constraint function and Lagrangian multiplier, respectively, and w is a
dynamically changing weighting scalar [12]. If the constraint is not imposed L ≡ F . The
Lagrangian function to be minimized is further augmented by the flow equation residuals as
follows

Laug = L+

∫
Ω

qRpdΩ +

∫
Ω

uiRvidΩ (4)

in which q and ui are the adjoint pressure and velocity components, respectively. After lengthy
derivation, [13], the variation of eq. 4 with respect to (w.r.t.) the design variable(s) β becomes
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=
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wherem is the cell index and S is the boundary of the computational domain Ω. TheR andBC
terms in eq. (5) will become the adjoint field equations and boundary conditions, respectively,
and are derived through eliminating all terms with field integrals containing partial derivative(s)
dependent on the β design variable(s) by setting their multipliers, or, in the case of the BC
terms, portions of their multipliers, against zero. It should be noted that these partial derivatives
are technically total derivatives: δ≡∂ for TopO since the computational grid remains unchanged
when a design variable is changed [13].

The adjoint continuity and momentum field equations are defined as

Rq =
∂uj
∂xj

= 0 (6a)

Rui = −vj
(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
+
∂q

∂xi
− ∂

∂xj

[
ν

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)]
= 0 (6b)

with appropriate boundary conditions derived from BC1 and BC2 (see [13]). After satisfaction
of the field equations and their boundary conditions, the remaining terms of eq. 5 define the
sensitivity derivatives of Laug (here-on referred to as simply L) for laminar flows w.r.t. the
blockage design variable(s)

δL

δβm
=

∫
Ω

viui
∂f(β)

∂βm
dΩ = vmi u

m
i ΩmβMAX (7)

where Ωm is the volume of the m-th grid cell.

2.3 Level Set Topology Formulation

Use of the blockage formulation of TopO creates two dilemmas w.r.t. the process of transi-
tioning to ShpO described in Section 3. The first is the lack of an explicit definition between
the solid and fluid topological domains. Depending on the value of β, the topological field will
be defined as solid (β = 1), fluid (β = 0), or, more likely, slushy grey-scale β values that are
neither solid or fluid (0<β<1). Such grey-scale regions are problematic from a manufacturing
point of view, since there is no way to know where the blockage-based TopO process would
choose the FSI within the grey-scale domain. Generally, the issue of β grey-scale has been
treated through a cut-off approach: if β is below a certain (small) value then it is considered
fluid while for larger values it is considered solidified. While convenient, this approach does
not address the larger issue at hand: that the solution has not defined a true FSI. The second
dilemma inherent to the blockage-based TopO formulation is the development of fluid or solid
islands within otherwise homogeneous domains of the opposite type, and can be attributed to
the fact that the adjoint sensitivities are applied across the entire domain. Since they have no
relevance w.r.t. manufacturing, islands should not be considered when defining the FSI.

To address both these issues simultaneously, the level set (LS) method was employed as a β
filter. The level set is a differential equation-driven method in which the design domains and
their interfaces Γ (here ΓFSI) are represented in terms of implicit functions which are monotonic
and differentiable on the interface [14]. The LS method is used to manipulate its field variable
φ, i.e. a signed distance field which must have a gradient magnitude of 1 everywhere,

‖∇φ‖ = 1 (8)

such that φi = {negative ∀i∈ΩSolid, zero ∀i∈ΓFSI, positive ∀i∈ΩFluid}
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To move the FSI toward the optimal solution, the LSF is subjected to a process of convection
such that the total derivative remains zero for the Lagrangian reference system. If eq. 8 holds
and the convecting velocity Vi of ΓFSI is defined as its unit normal multiplied by a scalar quantity,
then the convection equation is derived as follows

δφ

δt
=
∂φ

∂t
+
∂φ

∂xi

∂xi
∂t

=
∂φ

∂t
+ Vi

∂φ

∂xi
=
∂φ

∂t
+ Vn = 0

where Vn, the ‘normal’ convecting velocity of ΓFSI. Vn is redefined as GTot and is comprised
of two different contributions: those from the TopO sensitivities derived from the objective
function and those from the constraint C (if imposed). The discrete form of the equation of
convection is

φn+1
m = φnm − (∆τ)GTotm (9)

where

GTotm = GFm︸︷︷︸
F Term

+ GCm︸︷︷︸
C Term

=
δL

δφm
(10)

and ∆τ and m are a convection step size and cell index, respectively. The F and C terms found
in eq. 10 will be discussed in Section 2.4.

After eq. 9 is explicitly applied to ΓFSI, eq. 8 does not necessarily hold: the φ field must
undergo a signed-distance correction procedure (SDCorr) after each convection application.
The method employed for the work in this paper corrects ∀φi∈ΓFSI using the original φ values
for those cells and then conducts a Fast Marching Method (FMM) to solve for the remainder of
the φ domain [15]. If the computational domain is large, performing this FMM for the entire
φ domain can be expensive. Thus, a narrow-band (NB) technique is employed in this work:
the φ values are subject to SDCorr only if they are within the NB. Although this means that
the SDCorr must be performed after each convection step (ΓFSI moves and thus the NB cell set
must be reassessed), the overall computational cost of the procedure becomes negligible if the
NB is small.

The LS field can be trivially initialized from any given β field through the relation

φm = 1− 2βm (11)

which defines the zero-φ isoline as the FSI. Eq. 11 is an auxiliary, one-way expression: once
the LSF has been convected, an inverse application of this equation will not give an accurate β
field since the LS field has undergone a SDCorr and 0<β < 1 must hold (the corrected φ val-
ues would create β values above and below 0 and 1). Thus, after initialization the relationship
between the LSF and β is inverted: β depends on φ according to a piecewise continuously dif-
ferentiable NB sigmoidal Heavyside relationship (β(φm) =H(φm)). This Heavyside function
differentiates into the smoothed Dirac function D(φm), i.e.,

δβ(φn)

δφm
= D(φm)δnm (12)

where δnm is a Kronecker delta. This relationship is used in Section 2.4 to recast the objective
function’s TopO adjoint sensitivities into TopO convecting velocities.

The entire TopO process can be summarized as follows:
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1. Initialize φ from a given β field via eq. 11.

2. Solve eqs. 1 and 6; get new field sensitivities via eq. 7.

3. Compute the LS convecting velocitiesGTot via eq. 10 (see Section 2.4) and convect within
ΓFSI via eq. 9.

4. Conduct the SDCorr process and get the new NB φ values based on the newly convected
zero-φ isoline.

5. ComputeD(φm) via eq. 12 for the next iteration’s convection and set the new β field with
β(φm)=H(φm); return to step 2.

2.4 Level Set Convecting Velocity Term Formulation

The TopO formulation discussed in Section 2.3 requires the set of normalized convecting
velocities GTot which are defined in eq. 10 and expanded as follows.

GTotm =
δL

δφm
=

∂L

∂βn

δβn
δφm︸ ︷︷ ︸

F Term

+
∂L

∂c

δc

δφm︸ ︷︷ ︸
C Term

(13)

GTot is effectively comprised of two different contributions: those from the TopO adjoint sen-
sitivities derived from the defined objective function and those from the constraint. These two
contributions are discussed below and recast for the LS formulation as necessary.

Convecting Contribution GF : Objective Function
Without the constraint applied, only the F Term remains in eq. 13, which is eq. 7: the TopO
sensitivities become the LS convecting velocity. To recast the TopO sensitivities as LS sensi-
tivities, the fact that β is a function of φ is exploited through the relationship found in eq. 12 to
give δL

δφm
=D(φm) ∂L

∂βm
: the TopO sensitivities are simply multiplied by the LS Dirac function.

Physically, this means that the TopO sensitivities are only valid as LS convecting velocities
within the NB. Thus, the F Term in eq. 10 is

GFm = D(φm)vmi u
m
i ΩmβMAX (14)

Convecting Contribution GC: Fluid Volume Constraint
LS convecting velocity contributions generated from the constraint is contained within the
C Term of eq. 13. The constraint considered in this paper is an ALM equality constraint
which limits the total volume-averaged sum of the β field, requiring that a certain percentage
V– Fluid,Tar of Ω be ΩFluid. This constraint is useful from a production perspective since lim-
itation of the allowed fluid volume can help meet material usage restrictions. Without TopO
sensitivities, only the C Term of eq. 13 remains and is defined as

GCm = (−λ+ 2wc)
δc

δφm
(15)

c =
1

2
(V– Fluid−V– Fluid,Tar)

2, V– Fluid =

∫
Ω

(1−H(φm))dΩ∫
Ω
dΩ

(16)
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Figure 1: The TopO minimal total pressure
loss φ solution and geometry of the TToST
example case, using a NBHW of 0.01m.
The ΓFSI of the solution can be seen as a
black line.

Figure 2: The marching segmentation
process starts with end-point 0 and ends
at end-point 4, generating points along
ΓFSI and assigning them to the appropriate
isoPts list of each isoSeg.

3 2D TOPOLOGY-TO-SHAPE TRANSITION

The process of ShpO requires a parameterized curve or surface input in order to build a
computational mesh and generate a refined, parameterized solution. In the present work, these
inputs are comprised of NURBS curves. The goal of the proposed transition process is to
automatically generate and fit, as closely and efficiently as possible, NURBS curves to TopO
solutions so as to have a ShpO input which matches the TopO case geometry and can be fed
directly into a meshing program to begin the ShpO process. This approach is only feasible
due to the explicitly defined FSI found by the TopO formulation described in Section 2.3, as it
provides a known target curve (the zero-φ isoline) to be fitted. The procedure for the proposed
2D TopO-to-ShpO transition (TToST) is explained through its application to a representative
test case.

3.1 TToST Explanatory Test Case: 2D Single Inlet, Double Outlet

The case used to exemplify the TToST process is a laminar, 2D OpenFOAM (one cell in
the z direction) case with one inlet to be connected to two outlets. The case has an orthogonal
Cartesian mesh of 100x100 cells. β is initially specified as 0 at the cells which owned by (are
adjacent to) SI and SO, and as 1 everywhere else. A narrow band half width (NBHW), i.e. the
normal distance from ΓFSI to the limits of the NB, of 0.01m was selected for the LS process,
and the fluid volume constraint was specified with V– Fluid,Tar = 0.3 (see Section 2.4). The case
geometry and φ field solution found by the TopO process can be seen in fig. 1.

3.2 TToST Step1: Isoline Segmentation

In order to obtain a set of target curves for the NURBS fitting processes, the TopO solution’s
ΓFSI must be decomposed into as many isoline segments (isoSegs) as there are NURBS end-
point pairs to be connected. The NURBS end-points are defined at the centers of the edges
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shared by boundary face pairs which have a member in both the SW and SI ||SO face sets.
The normal vectors of each point (used to define the initial, positive normal direction for a
NURBS curve starting there) are defined as pointing from the SW cell to the SI ||SO cell. For the
considered case there are six end-points, requiring three isoSegs to be generated. The isoSegs
are generated by interpreting an auxiliary, binary field which is 1 for cells which contain the
ΓFSI and 0 otherwise. During the generation process, points which lie on the zero-φ isoline are
gathered so as to have an ordered set of points against which to fit NURBS curves in Section 3.4.
The process for generating the isoSeg and their isoPts starts from an end-point and traverses the
case’s boundaries and ΓFSI until another, unused end-point is reached, and then repeated until
no end-points remain to be considered. This process is sketched in fig. 2.

3.3 TToST Step 2: φ Target Field Generation

The next step in the TToST is to generate a set of ’target’ signed distance fields φTar from
each isoSeg’s ΓFSI cells through a SDCorr process similar to that used in the LS NB calculation
(see Section 2.3). Unlike during the TopO process, the SDCorr must be performed throughout
the entire domain: these target fields are used as a basis for distance comparison in step 4 of the
TToST (Section 3.5) to quantify how far away from its ΓFSI segment the generated NURBS is,
and must therefore exist wherever the NURBS could exist within Ω. An optimization problem
is solved in steps 3 and 4 of the TToST to minimize the difference between these φTar fields
and the NB φ fields generated about each NURBS curve. The use of the φTar fields during this
fitting process means that each NURBS curve only sees the isoSeg it is to be matched with and
will not attempt to fit the other isoSegs of the case.

3.4 TToST Step 3: NURBS Least Square Fit and Parameter Search Algorithm

Once the end-points, starting normals, ordered isoPt lists and φTar fields have been found,
the unique initialization and fitting process for each NURBS can begin. To initiate the iterative
Field Matching process described in Section 3.5 PI points are generated on the NURBS curve,
where PI is the number of isoPts for the corresponding isoSeg to be matched, and a Least
Squares Fitting problem (LSqF) is solved. The LSqF is supplied with a user-defined number
of control points (nCPs) and degree which are identical for all NURBS to be fitted; 8 CPs and
degree 4 for the considered example case. Performed with fixed initial nCPs and degree, the
LSqF can be poor if the isoSeg has high curvature (isoSeg2) or begins away from the specified
end-points (isoSeg1). A plot of the resulting NURBS curves, their CPs and the isoPts after
this LSqF process can be seen in fig. 3. To mitigate the effect of these matching errors, a
Parametrization Search Fit (PSF) is performed for each NURBS curve after its initialization in
which the nCPs and degree are altered to decrease the error of the LSqF. The PSF algorithm set
degrees 4, 3 and 2 and nCPs 9, 10 and 14 for NURBS 0, 1 and 2, respectively. A plot of the
resulting NURBS curves, their CPs and the isoPts after this PSF process can be seen in fig. 4.

3.5 TToST Step 4: NURBS Field Matching Fit Algorithm

The final step in the TToST process is an iterative field comparison between a generated
NURBS NB distance field, φN and the portion of its φTar field within its NB which attempts
to minimize ∆φNB, the aggregate difference between the two, through CP, and thus NB, dis-
placement. Displacement for each CP is dependent on sensitivities which quantify how the
current ∆φNB relationship would change if the CP were to be moved. Thus, to properly explain
the Field Matching Fit (FMF) algorithm, the formulation of its CP sensitivity generation must
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Figure 3: The TToST NURBS and their CP
polygons plotted against the target TopO
ΓFSI solution after the LSqF process.

Figure 4: The TToST NURBS and their CP
polygons plotted against the target TopO
ΓFSI solution after the PSF Algorithm.

be discussed in brief. The Field Matching (FM) objective function to be minimized and its
sensitivities w.r.t. the design variables bi are

FFM =
1

2

∫
Ω

HH(φN)(φN − φTar)2dΩ (17)

δFFM
δbi

=

∫
Ω

1

2

∂HH(φN)

∂φN
(φN − φTar)2︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆V– NB Term

+HH(φN)(φN − φTar)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈V– NB Term

 δφNδbi dΩ (18)

where HH(φN) is a double Heavyside function which allows only the NB to be considered for
integration. The ∆V– NB term in eq. 18 describes how altering the shape of a NURBS curve
through CP displacement affects a change in the NB volume, while the ∈V– NB term describes
the change of ∆φNB within the current NB due the same CP displacement.

Each design variable bi is a degree of freedom of a CP. Recast, bi=Bn
q , where q is the index

of the CP and n is the component of the CP which bi pertains to. Note that both the number
of degrees of freedom and the number of all components considered here is the number of
dimensions of the system, D (D=2 for this paper). The NURBS curve has a total set of points
P that can be broken into subsets Pi which pertain to the points affected by design variable bi.
Within each subset, points are denoted as pkj , where j is the index of the point within Pi and k
is the point’s component. Furthermore, each point pj has a set Mi,j of cells cm within the NB
which it ‘owns’ (i.e., which it defines the φ value for due to the SDCorr process), each with
components denoted k due to the SDCorr relation to its curve point. Here, m is the the index
of cell c within the entire NB; an index which is interchangeable with that of its φ value. If bi
moves, the set Pi of these NURBS points which are affected by it will also move, requiring a
sensitivity relationship between bi and pj ∈ Pi and between pj ∈ Pi and cm ∈Mi,j . The term
within eq. 18 that requires this bi to cm coupling is ∂φN

∂bi
. If N is the set of basis functions

of the NURBS defined by the parametric variable u, ∂φN
∂bi

can be recast and found, after some
derivation, to be

δφN
δbi

=⇒ δφm
δBn

q

=

P1−1∑
j=0

D−1∑
k=0

δφm
δpkj

δpkj
δBn

q

=

P1−1∑
j=0

pnl − cnm(l)

φm
δljNq(uj) (19)
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where l is an iterate over the set Pi, subscript m(l) denotes that a cell of index m is owned
by the point with index l and Nq(uj) is the NURBS’ derivative contribution at point uj of the
curve. The calculation of the FM CP sensitivities therefore requires a summation over all cells
cm in the NB, adding each’s sensitivity contributions to all relevant CPs according to eq. 19.

The FMF algorithm, initialized with the NURBS curves found with the PSF (see Section
3.4), can now be summarized as follows for each NURBS curve to be fitted:

1. Generate points on the NURBS curve and perform the SDCorr for a defined NBHW.

2. Find FFM via summation between the φN and φTar fields within the NB.

3. Calculate the CP sensitivities via eq. (18) and move the CPs accordingly.

4. IF |F n
FM − F n−1

FM | < ∆FFMMIN
, BREAK.

5. Return to Step 1.

The FMF algorithm was run for the example case with parameters of ∆FFMMIN
= 0.0001 (a

relatively high matching tolerance) and NBHW=0.1m. A plot of the resulting NURBS curves,
their CPs and the isoPts after the FMF process can be seen in fig. 5.

Figure 5: The TToST NURBS and their CP polygons plotted against the target TopO ΓFSI

solution after the FMF Algorithm.

4 SHAPE OPTIMIZATION

The TToST process (see Section 3) generates a set of NURBS curves which represent the
ΓFSI of the TopO solution and which can be treated as a solid wall boundary (SW ) for the primal
and adjoint ShpO problem once a mesh has been generated from them. The flow equations
for the ShpO are identical to eqs. 1a and 1b if the blockage term is excluded. Similarly, the
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boundary conditions of the ShpO are identical to those of TopO. The design variables bl for
ShpO are, much like for the FMF optimization problem in Section 3.5, the degrees of freedom
of the CPs which define SW . The sensitivities for the ShpO CPs are computed by integrating
over SW via

δF

δbl
= −

∫
SW

[
ν

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
nj − qni

]
∂vi
∂xk

δxk
δbl

dS (20)

where δxk
δbl

is computed analytically through NURBS. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
present ShpO in detail; the interested reader will find material pertinent to the ShpO method and
its corresponding continuous adjoint formulation in [9]. The found ShpO solution compared to
the parameterized TToST NURBS solution can be seen in fig. 6. Aside from deeming the initial
bulging of isoSeg1 to be insignificant on the final solution, ShpO shows preference for widening
the lower and narrowing the upper exit ducts, decreasing the objective function by over 3.0%
through doing so.

Figure 6: Example case’s initial and final ShpO boundary solution (left) and its total pressure
losses objective function’s convergence history of and transitional behavior between TopO and
ShpO (right).

The objective function trend comparison between TopO and ShpO is also shown in fig. 6.
The TopO case was run to convergence to show that the continuous adjoint TopO and ShpO
find similar solutions. In many applications, and as is done in Section 5, TopO would be used
simply to initialize a flow channel, then let ShpO converge the solution as ShpO is considered
to be faster than TopO since the zero-φ isoline moves only within the NB.

5 2D APPLICATION: Dual Bottle Neck Case

To demonstrate the robustness of the TToST method developed in this work, a more complex
’dualBottleNeck’ case is presented. The case has a single inlet in the upper left of the case do-
main, two outlets in close proximity at the bottom right and two ’bottle neck’ locations between
them which fix the area of flow passage. The dualBottleNeck has a uniform Cartesian grid of
15200 cells and the same flow conditions, NBHW and objective function as the example case
presented in Section 3. The volume constraint is similarly set to enforce V– Fluid,Tar = 0.3. The
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case geometry, φ field solution found by the TopO process, TToST fitting solution and the final
ShpO solution are shown in fig. 7.

Figure 7: dualBottleNeck case solution set: (left): Case geometry and TopO φ solution with
its known ΓFSI. (center): TToST solution. Black and light grey dots indicate which control
points were allowed to move and kept fixed, respectively. (right): The ShpO boundary solution
overlaid that of the TToST.

Unlike the example case in Section 3, the dualBottleNeck case was not run to convergence
during the TopO process but prematurely stopped at iteration 25 for the reasons discussed at
the end of Section 4. Thus, the γ and ω ALM parameters were increased in strength to ensure
the constraint be respected by the time of the TopO process’ termination. Given initial degree
of 4 and 10 CPs, the PSF process chose to define degrees 4, 4 and 3 and nCPs 10, 16 and 14
for NURBS curves 0,1 and 2, respectively. The FMF solution found using these parameters
is shown in fig. 7, center. The two bottle necks in the case present an obstacle to the ShpO
process, as its SW boundaries are desired to remain inside the original boundary of the TopO
case even though ShpO does not know where this boundary was. Thus, CPs which could affect
boundary movement outside of the original TopO domain were fixed and are colored grey in the
FMF solution. The ShpO process enlarges the entrance channel and carves out its lower wall in
order to decrease pressure losses. It also expands the main lower exit channel. This enlarging
of the lower channel was seen in the example case as well and occurs because a pressure loss
is incurred when flow is diverted to the right (or upper) exit channel. Inversely, and due to the
need to maintain the volume constraint, the ShpO process narrows the right exit channel.

The TopO and ShpO objective functions are plotted in fig. 8. The initial oscillation of the
TopO objective is due to the severity of the imposed volume constraint since the dominance
of the adjoint and constraint sensitivities can switch between iterations. A sizable objective
function decrease is also seen between the end of TopO and the beginning of the ShpO: the TopO
solution has not yet converged and the sensitivities are still quite large, resulting in a jagged
ΓFSI (see fig. 7, center) which generates pressure losses along its entire length. In contrast, all
boundaries of ShpO are smooth. The ShpO process decreases the objective function by over
50%, which is not surprising due to the poor quality of the TopO’s premature solution.
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Figure 8: The convergence history of and transitional behavior between TopO and ShpO for the
dualBottleNeck case’s total pressure losses objective function.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The novel transitional TToST process between level-set topology and shape optimization
was developed in this paper. The narrow band implementation of the continuous adjoint level
set topology optimization process, TopO, ensures that the interface between the solid and fluid
topological domains is explicitly defined and prevents topological island formation. Although
the TopO method works well for 3D cases, its application was limited to 2D in order to showcase
the TToST process, as it is currently only applicable to 2D geometries. A topological constraint
for fluid volume was developed and can be used to ensure a topological solution which meets
manufacturing specifications.

The 2D TToST process itself was presented, with its fitting algorithms and sensitivity cal-
culation being discussed in detail. The cases shown in this paper demonstrate that the TToST
process can accurately fit the interface defined by the TopO solution, thereby finding a param-
eterized NURBS set which can be used to initialize a continuous adjoint shape, ShpO, opti-
mization problem. TToST has been shown to capture optimized solutions for both converged
and pre-converged TopO problems, allowing it to decrease the overall computational cost of
the linked TopO-ShpO optimization problem since ShpO’s boundary movement is not limited
by a narrow band like TopO. For all presented cases, ShpO allowed for a significant decrease
in the objective function w.r.t. the solution found by TopO, with the improvement being more
significant the sooner ShpO was allowed to take over.

Future research regarding the TToST algorithm includes expansion to 3D and the inclusion
of user-defined topological islands: the current TToST algorithm would not consider floating
solidified (or liquidized) islands as viable interfaces to be fitted. Validity of such an inclusion
into the TToST process is under investigation.
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